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Abstract

Recommender systems designers believe that the system stands to benefit from

the users rating items that do not have many ratings. However, the effect of this act of

rating lesser known items on the user’s recommendations is unknown. This leads to

asking the question of whether these low popularity items affect the recommendations

received by users. This work looks at the effect less popular items have on a user’s

recommendations and the prediction and recommendations metrics that quantify the

quality of recommendations.

Using a matrix factorization model to build a recommender system, we modify a

subset of users’ ratings data and look at the difference in recommendations generated.

We also make use of popular recommender systems metrics such as nDCG, Precison

and Recall to evaluate the effect of these modifications.Apart from looking at the ef-

fect of this ”truncation” of casual user ratings data on the casual users themselves, we

also look at the effects of this ”truncation” on the more invested users of the system,

in terms of top-n recommendation and prediction metrics. The results of these evalu-

ations appear promising, with very little to no loss of information, personalization or

metric scores for more casual users. The results of these evaluations for more serious

users also appears to have little effect on the performance of top-n recommendation

and prediction metrics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recommender systems use the information gained from it’s users to generate recommenda-

tions. Recommender systems employ a variety of methods to gain user preference including

explicit methods such as having users rate items or implicit methods such as seeing which

items users interact with. Designers of such systems however face a problem in the dis-

tribution of these ratings or information across items. It is often observed in such systems

that the ratings follow a long-tail distribution. Some of the items accrue most of the ratings

while there are a wide number of items that do not have as many ratings. System designers

believe that if these items were to receive more ratings, then the recommender system model

would have more information about the items in it and provide more confident recommen-

dations on these items to its users. However, it is unknown whether users really benefit

directly in their recommendations if they rate such lesser known items. In this work, we

explore what effect these lesser known items have on the user recommendations and what

value they provide to the model that is generated by the users. We look at what effect does

removing less popular items have on the recommendations of casual users. We also follow

this by looking at the effect that the removal of these ratings by casual users have on other

users.

Chapter 2 provides some insight into the difference recommender system algorithms de-

veloped to generate recommendations for users. Chapter 3 explains the research questions
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posed in this offline experiment and the experimental setup. Chapter 4 provides the method-

ology of the experiments themselves and the results generated from them. Chapter 5 pro-

vides the conclusion drawn from these results.
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Chapter 2

Recommender Systems Algorithms and Interfaces

2.1 Recommender Systems Algorithms

The simplest way to define a recommender system would be any computer system that

provides users with suggested items from a set of items based on what the system thinks the

user likes. These suggestions could range from what movie to rent, what television series

to watch next to what kind of headphones they would like to use. Recommender systems

serve as a solution to the problem of many user when they encounter a service that provides

them a wide variety of options to choose from. These systems serve to filter through most

of what the user is likely to be uninterested in and pick out what they would like. Such a

system would have to predict from its set of items what a user would like and present them

to the user.

Recommender systems generally consist of the following components. They have a set of

users for whom they generate recommendations, a set of items that are to be recommended

to the users, and information about the nature of the items or the preferences of the users for

those kind of items. Using this information, recommender systems can generate a ranked

list of items for each user that it believes contains items the user might be interested in. The

information that the system has about the users and the items in the system can either be con-

tent based information(if we considered items as movies, the genres that define the movie,
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2.1. Recommender Systems Algorithms

the director, the cast etc. and information about what kind of movies users like to watch)

or information about the user’s preference for certain items in the form of ratings(explicit

ratings) or data about which items users purchased or consumed(implicit ratings). Using

this data, the system can employ a variety of techniques to generate recommendation for it’s

users. The two most popular categories of recommender systems are content based filtering

techniques and collaborative filtering techniques.

2.1.1 Content Based Filtering Techniques

Content Based Filtering Techniques are a subclass of recommender system algorithms that

use descriptions for the items and the user preferences for the items to understand user taste

and recommend new items to the user. Generally, such techniques often involve trying

to clean existing data about each item, looking at the subset of items that a user elicits

preference and summarizing the data about these items to form a user vector and then using

this user vector as a yard-stick to score the other items in the system and recommend the

items that score the highest for that user. This chapter[15] from the Recommender Systems

Handbook by Ricci et al.[18].

2.1.2 Collaborative Filtering Techniques

Collaborative Filtering Techniques overcome a huge shortcoming of content based filtering

methods. Content based filtering methods depend heavily on the existence of some descrip-

tive data about the items in the system, which may not be readily available always. Also, it

is possible that this descriptive information does not capture all the properties of the items

that could lead to the user liking them. Collaborative filtering techniques instead leverage

the collective knowledge gained from the preference elicitation of all users to make rec-

ommendations. In collaborative filtering, users are grouped together based on their rating
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2.1. Recommender Systems Algorithms

behaviour. Two users are considered similar if they both rate the same items same values.

Each of these groups are called as a neighborhood for any user. The recommendations

are then generated from the items that users in the neighborhood rate positively which the

user being recommended for has not rated. This concept of collaborative filtering can also

be extended to building neighborhood for items. In this case, we generate recommenda-

tions for a user by looking at the items in the neighborhood of the items they have already

rated. Collaborative filtering techniques have been one of the more well-explored spaces of

recommender systems. We will now provide a brief look into the history of collaborative

filtering and how the techniques have developed into algorithms that are now used widely

in the industry.

2.1.3 Advances of Collaborative Filtering

The first mention of the method of collaborative filtering, which involved leveraging the

preferences of users to find like-minded users whose ratings could be used to generate rec-

ommendations, was first observed in Goldberg’s Tapestry paper[8].The Tapestry system,

was an email filtering system that generated custom email lists for users by encouraging

users to annotate their emails and use this annotations when querying emails to generate

email lists for users. This paper formed the foundation of collaborative filtering, an tech-

nique that was widely explored in the fields of recommender systems and information re-

trieval.

While this method of collaborative filtering was manual, in that users choose who’s ac-

tivity to follow, there was further work done in the field of automating the collaborative

filtering. Herlocker’s paper[11] outlined the basic framework of a collaborative filtering al-

gorithm including the methods employed for calculating the similarity score between users,

how the neighborhood is selected, what the size of the neighborhood should be and how the
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2.1. Recommender Systems Algorithms

prediction for an item is generated after the neighborhood is decided. This paper provides

a variety of approaches at each stage and provides comparative data about these different

approaches.

Herlocker’s paper generally looked at a user-user neighborhood model.The second type

of collaborative filtering models had a item-based solution as detailed in Sarwar et al.’s

paper[20] which describes a class of item based collaborative filtering algorithms. In this

model, neighborhoods of item’s are built and recommendations are generated from a pool

of candidate items that are neighbors to the items the user has rated.

While collaborative filtering techniques became more and more popular, the efficiency

of neighborhood methods for larger systems were questioned. Calculating similarity scores

for a large pool of users and selecting a portion of them and looking at their ratings to gen-

erate predictions for a single user and item as an operation did not scale well. It was at

this time that the technique of dimensionality reduction was proposed as a solution to this

problem. Sarwar et al.’s report[19] looks at applying Singular Value Decomposition(SVD)

on the ratings matrix. SVD generates three factor matrices that when multiplied reproduced

the original matrix. These three matrices can be used to generate a lower dimension approx-

imation of the original matrix. Since ratings data is sparse, as most users have not rated most

items, dimensionality reduction allows us to represent this matrix with a lower dimension

dense matrix. The technique of SVD can only be applied to dense matrices themselves.

This issue is solved in the report by considering the average rating of a user and an item to

fill-in for the user, item pair that does not have a rating.

Other methods were proposed to solve the fill-in issue, including Goldberg’s Eigentaste

paper[9] which considered only a subset of a items that all users have rated and building

a lower dimension model from this data using a dimensionality reduction technique called

Principal Component Analysis(PCA).
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As a result of the Netflix prize, a competition where Netflix released some of it’s users

data and challenged anyone to outperform there existing algorithm’s performance on root

mean square error(RMSE), Simon Funk devised FunkSVD[7]. FunkSVD is a method of

arriving at the rank-k approximation of the sparse ratings matrix without any filling in any

of the zeroes in the sparse matrix. This is done by iterating over the given ratings, train-

ing a single feature or reduced dimension by trying to reduce the approximation error and

repeating this process over the number of reduced dimensions desired.

Following FunkSVD, many advances were made in improving matrix factorization meth-

ods which are summarized in Koren et al.’s article [14] and are surveyed in further detail

in this chapter of the Recommender system handbook [13]. One of the bigger advance-

ments included having algorithms that scaled well by computing the reduced matrix factors

in parallel. The most common method employed to do this is called the Alternating Least

Squares method or ALS, which alternatively solves for two lower dimension matrices that

try to reduce a loss function which is based on the squared difference between the known

ratings and the predictions generated by these lower dimension matrices. ALS was first

used in recommender systems by Bell et al. [1] where they used the technique to quickly

learn the weights of neighboring items in a recommender system. Zhou et al.’s method

[23] used the ALS approach to scale the matrix factorization problem so that the each of

the features of the reduced dimensional space could be derived independently. They use a

weighted regularization in their loss function, which is reduced to find the best values for

each feature, to avoid over-fitting. The individual lower dimension matrices are generated

by factorizing over the known ratings and the regularization term ensures that the trained

columns of the matrices are not over-fitted.
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2.2. Recommender System Interfaces

2.2 Recommender System Interfaces

Apart from looking at the what could be done to improve the quality of recommendations

for a user, there exists a whole field of study that looks at the interface of the recommender

system and the changes that can be made to the interface that users experience when engag-

ing with the recommender system to improve user satisfaction. This work includes looking

at what data about each item is displayed, what rating scale is used to elicit user preference

among others. Cosley et al’s paper [5] is an example of such work, where different ratings

scales are analyzed and the effect of showing displaying predictions when users rate an item.

There has also been a lot of work done to use different interfaces to learn user preferences

and better serve recommendations to users.

While most recommender systems followed the paradigm of providing users with a

whole set of recommendations at once, conversational recommenders mimic the method

by which real-life recommendations are generated,Shimazu et al.’s paper[21], a conversa-

tional agent that alternated between proposing items and asking about the proposed items

as a way to naturally navigate the item space and arrive at some recommendations, is an ex-

ample of an alternative approach to recommender systems.Similarly, Burke et al’s paper[4],

which proposed FindMe systems, tour guides of digital catalogs of products to arrive at a

product they can confidently recommend to a user, also served as significant contribution

towards conversational interfaces.

In a lot of these models, there is no prior knowledge about the users preferences and

these are learned over the course of the dialog between user and the recommending agent.

Case-based recommender systems employ a similar technique. User’s provide a variety

of preferences on the item they wish to be recommended. The model looks up existing

cases of items that match the preferences of the user and then return the most similar items
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as recommendations. Bridge et al’s paper [3] describes a framework for such case based

reasoning systems.

Reilly et al.’s [17] paper talks about dynamic critique systems that built on the ”FindMe”

navigation paradigm, where the feedback that can be provided by the user is static(hence

static critique systems), which can dynamically change how a user can navigate the interface

depending on item availability and user preference.

2.2.1 New User Problem

Recommender systems face the issue of trying to generate recommendations for new users.

Since recommendations are heavily dependent on what the system knows about the user’s

taste to ensure that the recommendations are personalized, it can be difficult for such models

to ensure that they generate good enough recommendations for the user without having a

lengthy sign-up process. Rashid et al.’s paper[16] explores what items are best suited to

learn a user’s preference and proposes multiple approaches of asking users to rate items

with varying degrees of control afforded to the user. They learn that users prefer to have

more control over the items they would like to elicit a rating for even if the process takes

longer. They also suggest that user’s prefer to rate more popular items as they are more likely

to have an opinion about them. Jones’ paper [12] tells us that a simple, easy to understand

interface that requires a low amount of initial effort from users and good quality initial

recommendations can make a difference to how invested user’s can be in the system.

An interesting aspect of recommender systems is the idea of information overload. Pro-

viding new users with many recommendations can lead to indecisiveness of the user. Too

many recommendations can lead to users being unable to decide which item to consume.

Bollen’s paper [2] on choice overload talks about how having too many good recommenda-

tions can be detrimental to user satisfaction, especially if they are new users.According to
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2.2. Recommender System Interfaces

this paper, having a diverse set of recommendations that exceed no more than 20 in number

is ideal to avoid the issue of choice overload. Willemsen’s paper [22] talks about using the

latent factor model to ensure that recommendations are diverse to ensure that user’s can

make easier decisions about choosing items from a set of recommendations.
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Chapter 3

Research Questions and Experimental Setup

The purpose of this study was to look at the effect of limiting the ratings of a user in a

recommender system to a reduced fraction of the total ratings by considering just the popular

items in their profile. We believe that there exists simpler user interfaces for casual users of a

recommender system that limit to just the popular items in the system. We believe that such

a reduced interface is easier for a user to navigate and given it’s simplicity is more fulfilling

to use. However, we were worried that removing a subset of these ratings could limit the

ability of user’s to rate more obscure items which would hurt the user’s ability to express

their personal taste and prevent users from receiving high-quality recommendations. We

thus designed an offline study to answer these concerns. We posed the following questions

that drive our study to assess the impact of limiting a user’s profile to just popular items.

3.1 Research Questions

To address our concerns, we formulated the following questions:

Q1. How much do user models, expressed as feature vectors, change when profiles

are truncated to only more-popular items?

We wish to know what effect do these less-popular ratings have on the perception our

model has of the user. Since the recommendations generated to a user are affected by the

feature vector that the model generates for them in the lower dimension space, we wish

11



3.1. Research Questions

to know if the ”less-popular” items have an affect on this representation of the user in the

model.

Q1a. Does this change vary with the percentage of a user’s total ratings that are

among the popular items?

We wish to understand if there is any marked difference between users who have more

”less-popular” items rated on their profile and users who have more ”popular” items rated

on their profile when we remove ”less-popular” items from their ratings. The question we

are asking here is do profiles change more if a user has more ”less-popular” items rated that

would get removed when truncating?

Q2. How are the top-n recommendations produced for users with truncated pro-

files different from those generated for the same users with their full profiles?

We wish to evaluate the differences in recommendations that a user receives when the

model generates a feature vector on all of their ratings(”Full”) vs when it generates a feature

vector on only their ”popular-only” profile. We wish to in what ways recommendations are

affected by ”truncating” the user profile.

Q2a. Are the top-n items recommended more or less popular for the truncated

user profiles?

Removing ”less-popular” items from a user’s rating may cause an issue where these

users do not receive ”less-popular” item recommendations. This question is interested in

looking at if rating an ”less-popular” movie necessarily leads to being recommended ”less-

popular” items.

Q2b. Are the top-n item recommendations more or less personalized for truncated

profiles?

Since removing ratings from a user’s profile would reduce the amount of information

we know about a user, we would like to see if recommendations become more generic and

12



3.1. Research Questions

less personalized if we ”truncate” our users’ profiles.

Q2c. How much overlap is there between the top-n recommended items for full

and truncated user profiles?

We wish to know how many of the recommendations a user receives are unaffected by

the ”less-popular” items that they rate. We would like to know if users are recommended

the same items even if we lose ”less-popular” movie ratings from their profile.

Q3. What is the effect of removing these ”less-popular” items from a user’s profile

on the top-n recommendation metrics?

Recommendation metrics are used to gauge the performance of the algorithm. We wish

to see if removing ”less-popular” items affects the different top-n recommendation metric

scores that are generated for a user.

Q4. How does truncating a user’s profile affect the accuracy of item predictions?

The ability of a recommender is correctly predict the user’s preference for an item is an

important attribute to measure. We wish to know if there is really any information loss for

the model’s understanding of a user in terms of it’s ability to accurately predict ratings by

removing ”less-popular” items.

Q4a. Is the change in accuracy different for predictions on popular vs. less-popular

items?

We want to understand if the effect of removing ”less-popular” items from a user’s

profile affects the prediction on ”popular” items which would tell us that we are indeed

losing information about our user by removing the ”less-popular” items.

Q5. Does truncating ”casual” users profiles to ratings of only ”popular” items

affect the performance of the system for ”serious” users?

Most of our questions address the affects of ”truncating” on the user themselves. We

are also, interested in seeing if these ratings(of ”less-popular”items by ”casual” users) have

13



3.2. Offline Experiment Setup

a role to play in the recommendations and predictions of other more serious users. We wish

to understand if the ratings of ”less-popular” items add meaningful value to the recommen-

dations received by more serious users. We design our experimental setup and analyze the

predictions and recommendations generated from our model to provide answers to these

research questions.

3.2 Offline Experiment Setup

For the purposes of this experiment we use the MovieLens 20 Million ratings data-set[10].

This data-set consists of 20 million ratings from the MovieLens website, a movie recom-

mendation website run by the GroupLens research group at the University of Minnesota

where users sign up into the system, provide ratings to the movies present in the system

and receive recommendations from one of many recmmender algorithms that they choose

from. The website also serves to host various online experiments conducted by members of

the research group. The data-set used for this evaluation is publicly available to download

from the Grouplens website. It consists of 20,000,463 ratings provided by 138,493 users on

26,744 movies. The data-set contains only user and movie ids along with a rating for each

user item pair. Like most data-sets generated from online recommender systems, this data-

set is also long-tailed i.e. there exists a small number of movies that have most of the ratings

whereas a large portion of movies have very few ratings. This usually occurs because users

are more likely to rate items that they are already aware of(usually popular movies) and the

system is more confident in recommending these movies to its users.

Since popularity has played an important role in defining our questions, we first begin

by defining what popular movies are in this dat-aset. We define a movie as popular if it

belongs to the top 2500 movies in the database by number of ratings. A movie is said to be

14



3.2. Offline Experiment Setup

Figure 3.1: Distribution of Movies by Popularity(on a Logarithmic Scale)

in the Top 2500 if it has at least 1450 ratings as the number of ratings a movie can be called

its popularity. When looking at the distribution of ratings across movies, we noticed that the

Top 2500 movies account for approximately 16.9 million ratings of the 20 million ratings in

the data-set. Top 2500 movies account for 85 % of the total ratings in the data-set. For our

experiment, we define popular movies as those that are in the Top 2500 movies by popularity.

Movies outside this group we define as unpopular. To visualize the distribution of ratings

by movies we plot a histogram of the log popularity of movies. With this histogram we can

visualize how few our Top 2500 movies are compared to all the movies in the database and

how skewed the number of ratings are for this small group of movies.

The red line in Figure 3.1 indicates the popular movie cutoff. Bars to the right of this

line represent the Top 2500 movies or popular movies.

Onto our users, we need to define our users into groups to understand which group to

run our evaluation on. We want to run the evaluation on a group which has just started
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3.2. Offline Experiment Setup

Figure 3.2: Histogram of Percentage of Popular Movies rated by Users

rating unpopular movies,since that would allow us to look at what does effect does rating

unpopular movies have on a user’s recommendations. We first try to understand how many

users rate unpopular items. To do this, we calculate for each user, the number of their movie

ratings that have been provided to popular movies by the total number of movies that they

have rated.

We plot this measure for each user in a histogram. We divide users into 3 groups. Users

who have rated between 0 to 50 movies, users who have rated between 50 to 200 movies

and users who have rated more than 200 movies. We see the histogram of this measure

for each of our groups in Figure 3.2 . As expected, users who rate between 0 to 500 items
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3.3. Recommendation Model

rate mostly popular movies. Users in the 50 to 200 item group rate a larger percentage of

unpopular movies than the first group. For our offline evaluation, we consider the users

in the 50 to 200 groups as candidates for our evaluation. This is because we believe that

for our system, rating at least 50 movies as users who have invested in the system beyond

the initial sign-up process.These users have some amount of investment in the system. At

this point, we believe that they have explored the popular movies domain and are entering

the unpopular movie space. We term these users as ”casual” users who have just begun

an investment in the system and we consider the users who rate more than 200 movies as

”experienced” users. We cap our candidate set of users who have rated 200 movies because

these ”experienced” users have rated a wide variety of popular and unpopular movies. In

our evaluation we are more interested in looking at what makes ”casual” users more invested

in the system.

3.3 Recommendation Model

For the purposes of this study we decide to employ a matrix factorization based collaborative

filtering model. We do this for two reasons, first , matrix factorization models are the most

commonly used techniques to generate recommendations on online platforms. Second, ma-

trix factorization generates for us a model that represents each user and item in the system.

It is thus easier for us to answer our questions by employing this model. For this evaluation,

we choose the Alternating Least Squares factorization method. Specifically the algorithm

that we implement is called Alternating Least Squares with Weighted Regularization, as

proposed in this paper [23] by Zhou et al.

In this method, for a given Matrix of ratings 𝑅 of size 𝑚∗𝑛 where 𝑚 refers to the number

of users and 𝑛 refers to the number of items, where each of the ratings in 𝑅 is defined as 𝑟𝑖,𝑗
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3.3. Recommendation Model

where 𝑖, 𝑗 refers to user 𝑖 and item 𝑗, we generate two lower-dimension matrices 𝑈 of size

𝑚 ∗ 𝑘 and 𝑀 of size 𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 where 𝑘 is the lower dimension value of our choosing. It follows

that 𝑘 << 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑚, 𝑛) and the matrices 𝑈 and 𝑀 form a lower order approximation of our

original 𝑅 matrix. We refer to the matrix 𝑈 as the ”user” matrix that consists of 𝑚 vectors

of length 𝑘 that are the representations of each user in this reduced dimension space.

The algorithm initializes one of the matrices with random values. Let us assume this

is done for the 𝑀 matrix. Now, keeping the M matrix constant, we find the 𝑈 matrix that

minimizes the following loss function, as mentioned in [23]:

𝑓 (𝑈, 𝑀) = ∑
𝑖,𝑗∈𝐼

(𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑢𝑇
𝑖 𝑚𝑗)2 + 𝜆( ∑

𝑖
𝑛𝑢𝑖 ||𝑢𝑖||2 + ∑

𝑗
𝑛𝑚𝑗 ||𝑚𝑗 ||2) (3.1)

where 𝐼 refers to an index set of all known ratings in the system. 𝑛𝑢𝑖 refers to the number

of ratings that the user 𝑖 has and 𝑛𝑚𝑗 refers to the number of ratings that have been provided

for item 𝑗. Here 𝑢𝑖 refers to the column 𝑖 of the user matrix 𝑈 and 𝑚𝑗 refers to the column 𝑗

of the item matrix. These can also be described as the user feature and item feature vectors

for the respective user and item.

Once a suitable 𝑈 matrix is found that minimizes the Equation 3.1, we then fix the 𝑢

matrix and solve for the 𝑀 matrix that minimizes our loss function. This process is repeated

till the models converges.

These algorithm can be summarized in the following steps:

Step 1 . Initialize the item matrix 𝑀 with the average rating of each item in the first row

and small random entries for the remaining rows.

Step 2 . Keeping the matrix 𝑀 constant, solve for the matrix 𝑈 that minimizes the loss

function.

Step 3 . Keeping the matrix 𝑈 constant, solve for the matrix 𝑀 that minimizes the loss

function.
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3.3. Recommendation Model

Step 4 . Repeat Steps 2 and 3 till a stopping criteria is satisfied.

In Step 2, finding the 𝑈 that minimizes the loss function in Equation 3.1 is done by

calculating each vector 𝑢𝑖 in the matrix 𝑈 from the following formula:

𝑢𝑖 = 𝐴−1
𝑖 ∗ 𝑉𝑖, ∀𝑖

where 𝐴 = 𝑀𝐼𝑈
𝑖

𝑀𝑇
𝐼𝑈
𝑖

+ 𝜆𝑛𝑢𝑖𝐸 and 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑀𝐼𝑈
𝑖

𝑅𝑇(𝑖, 𝐼𝑈
𝑖 ) and 𝐸 is an 𝑛𝑓 𝑥𝑛𝑓 identity matrix.

𝐼𝑈
𝑖 is the set of indices of items that user 𝑖 has rated. 𝑀𝐼𝑈

𝑖
refers to a sub-matrix of the item

features for the items that the user 𝑖 has rated.Similarly,𝑅(𝑖, 𝐼𝑈
𝑖 ) is a row vector of original

ratings matrix R where only ratings that the user has provided(given by 𝐼𝑈
𝑖 ) are selected.

Similarly in Step 3, finding the 𝑀 that minimizes the loss function in Equation 3.1 is

done by calculating each vector 𝑚𝑗 where we update the values by using the user features

of the users who rate item 𝑗. The update is given by the following formula:

𝑚𝑗 = 𝐴−1
𝑗 ∗ 𝑉𝑗, ∀𝑗

where 𝐴𝑗 = 𝑈𝐼𝑀
𝑗

𝑈𝑇
𝐼𝑀
𝑗

+ 𝜆𝑛𝑚𝑗𝐸 and 𝑉𝑗 = 𝑈𝐼𝑀
𝑗

𝑅(𝐼𝑀
𝑗 , 𝑗). 𝐼𝑀

𝑗 is the set of indices for all

user who have rated item 𝑗. 𝑈𝐼𝑀
𝑗

is the sub matrix of the user matrix 𝑈 that has only the

user feature vectors of the users that have rated the item j. 𝑅(𝐼𝑀
𝑗 , 𝑗) is the column vector of

ratings of the item j, with values only in the rows of the users who have rated the item.

These updates are repeated until the stopping criteria is reached. In our case, this is

defined if the number of iterations have been reached.

With the algorithm defined, we proceed to find the best parameters for our model. The

implementation of the algorithm we are using here is from the LKPY python package[6].

For this algorithm, we need to tune two parameters for the algorithm, the regularization rate

and the number of features and the number of iterations to train over(our stopping criteria).

We first try to determine the number of features that would work best for our algorithm. We
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3.3. Recommendation Model

Algorithm with No. of Features RMSE Score

ALS-10 0.81484
ALS-15 0.81416
ALS-20 0.81405
ALS-25 0.81402
ALS-30 0.81400
ALS-40 0.81399
ALS-50 0.81399
ALS-60 0.81398

Bias Based Scorer 0.8598

Table 3.1: RMSE Calculation for Feature Selection

do this by running a 5-fold Cross evaluation of RMSE of the model on the full data-set. We

run this evaluation multiple times by varying the number of features and using the default

values for the regularization rate and number of iterations. We also evaluate the RMSE for

a biased scorer model which predicts for a user item pair by adding the average rating the

user gives, the average rating of the item receives and the global average of all ratings in the

system. This model is used as a baseline for the scores generated by our candidate models.

Table 3.1 lists the Algorithms( and the number of features in case of our candidate

models) and the average RMSE score.From the resulting table we can see that having more

than 25 features does not reduce the RMSE significantly. We thus finalize on using 35

features to represent our data as a reduced dimension model.

To finalize of the regularization rate, we looked at the model with 35 features and for

each user in the system, we generate the largest and smallest prediction. We do this to

ensure that this range approximately fits our rating scale of 0 to 5. We found that using the

regularization rate of 0.1 and increasing the number of iterations to 50 ensured that for each

user our range of predictions ranged approximately between 0 to 5. We thus finalize on the

parameters of our model with 25 features, trained over 50 iterations with a regularization
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3.4. Experimental Setup

rate of 0.1.

3.4 Experimental Setup

Having prepared our data set and finalizing on the parameters of our recommendation

model, we define our test setup. We consider a sample of a 1000 users from our group

of ”casual” users. We sample users who have rated at least one ”unpopular” movie. We

generate a copy of the ratings of our test users. For this copy, we remove the ”unpopular”

movies from the ratings. These ratings help form the truncated model of our test users. We

train our model on the 20 million ratings set and train new user profiles of the truncated user

ratings on the existing item matrix of our model. With this we have our offline experiment

set-up to perform tests to answer our research questions. In our evaluations, we will analyze

two set of the ”test” user profiles. The first, the profiles for the user generated from all their

ratings in the original model, which we refer to as the ”Full” profile vector. The second, the

profiles for the user generated from only their ”popular” movie ratings, which are generated

by folding in these ratings to the existing model, which we term as ”Truncated” user pro-

files. The evaluations performed during this work only look at the recommendations and

predictions generated on these 1000 ”casual” users.
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Chapter 4

Offline Experiment and Results

This chapter will list the research questions posed in Section 3 and will describe how the

question in each case was answered in the offline evaluation.

Q1. How much do user models, expressed as feature vectors, change when profiles

are truncated to only more-popular items?

After training the model, we have access to the user features matrix which contain the

feature vectors,or user models, of the ”full profile” of our users. The result of the our folding-

in operation with the truncated ratings data(containing the ratings of test users with only

their ”popular” movie ratings) gives us another user matrix that contains the user feature

vectors, or user models, of the ”truncated profile” of our test users. We iterate over our 1000

test users and extract the ”full” and ”popular-only” feature vector for each user. We then

calculate the cosine similarity between these two profiles of a user. The cosine similarity

for two vectors u and v can be formulated as the following:

𝑢 ∗ 𝑣
||𝑢||2 ∗ ||𝑣||2

We calculate the cosine similarity between the ”Full” and ”Truncated” profiles of each of

the users and store these values. We then plot a histogram of these values.

This histogram is displayed in Figure 4.1 . To provide a baseline of the similarity be-

tween users in the test set, we look at the average pairwise cosine similarity between ”test”

users. We calculate this average pairwise cosine similarity between for both the ”Full”
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Figure 4.1: Histogram of Cosine Similarity between Full and Popular Only User Feature Vec-
tors(n=1000)
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profile and the ”Truncated” profile.The average pairwise cosine similarity between ”Full

profiles” is 0.00035. The average pairwise cosine similarity between ”Popular only” pro-

files is 0.0010.The average cosine similarity between any two users in the system is 0.008.

This tells us that, the users in the our selected ”test” set do not have similar taste and lead

us to believe that the as the histogram suggests, most users are unaffected when they are

truncated to ”popular” movies only profiles.

Figure 4.2: Histogram of Cosine Similarity between Full and Popular Only User Feature Vectors
Grouped by Percentage of Movies Rated That are Popular(n=1000)

Q1a. Does this change vary with the percentage of a user’s total ratings that are

among the popular items?

With our cosine similarity scores, we align the scores with percentage of a user’s total

ratings that are among popular items. We had previously calculated this information to

generate the histogram in Figure 3.2 to look at what percentage of a user’s ratings consist
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of ”popular” movies by different user groups. We recreate the cosine similarity histogram

for each of these groups of users(users who rate between 0 to 50 movies, 50 to 200 movies,

more than 200 movies).

In this histogram in Figure 4.2, each of these groups do not have the same number of

users in them. This is because most ”casual” users have 90 % or more of their ratings as

”popular” movie ratings. However, we did notice that having more ”unpopular” movies in

the rating from does slightly decrease the similarity between user profiles.

Q2. How are the top-n recommendations produced for users with truncated pro-

files different from those generated for the same users with their full profiles

Having generated our user and item matrices from training our model, we analyze the

recommendations generated for top-20 recommendations. We generate the recommenda-

tions in the following manner, we first set up our candidate items for recommendations. We

do this taking at the movies in the system and removing the movies that a user has already

rated. We then remove any items that have less than 10 ratings as we cannot confidently

recommend these items. We then predict the rating the user would give to the remaining

items. This is done by calculating the dot product of the user vector with the item vector

and adding the user, item and global bias. Then, these predictions are ranked in descending

order. The largest 20 predictions are the Top-20 recommendations for that user. We repeat

this process for our 1000 test users’ ”Full” profile and ”Truncated” profiles.

Q2a. Are the top-n items recommended more or less popular for the truncated

user profiles?

To assess the popularity of the recommendations, one’s first idea would be to look at the

average popularity(no of ratings) over all the 20 items recommended to a user. However,

the issue with this method is that if one of the items is very popular(say has 20,000 ratings)

and the remaining items have a popularity of 1 each, the average would not paint the right
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picture about the overall popularity of the recommendation list. Instead, we look at our

definition of ”popular” movies to measure the popularity of our recommendation list. We

look at how many of the movies recommended to a user overlap with the Top 2500 most

popular movies. We calculate this overlap for the ”Full” and ”Popular” profile. We then

plot this data in a comparative histogram of the overlap of a recommendation list with the

Top 2500 most popular items.

From looking at the histogram in Figure 4.3 we understand that on average, the rec-

ommendations have the same number of Top 2500 movies if we use a ”Full” profile or a

”Truncated” profile. We see that removing the ”unpopular” movies does not increase the

number of ”popular” movies that are recommended to a user.

Q2b. Are the top-n item recommendations more or less personalized for truncated

profiles?

To measure the level of personalization of a user’s recommendation, we consider a base-

line of recommendations that are least personal. This baseline, in this case, would consist

of the 20 most popular movies in the data set. These are the movies that a recommender

would give a user if it knew nothing about them. To measure if ”Truncated” profile is more

or less personalized, we look at the overlap of a test user’s top-20 recommendations with

the Top-20 most popular movies. We calculate this overlap for both the ”Full” profile as

well as the ”popular only” profile. We then plot the overlap of a user’s ”Full profile” against

the overlap of a user’s ”Truncated” profile. In our case, since a lot of the data points cluster

at specific values, we denote an over-clustering of points with a larger circle and provide a

legend to show what the size of the circle can tell us about the number of points that are

being plotted at that point.

As we can observe from the plot in Figure 4.4, most of the users do not receive any

of the Top-20 movies as recommendations. There are some instances of the ”Truncated”
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of Number of Popular Movies Recommended to Full User Profile vs Popular
Only User Profile(n=1000)

profile receiving only more Top-20 movie recommendations, but there are also cases where

the ”Full” profile receives more Top-20 movie recommendations. From this plot, we can

conclude that ”truncating” a user’s profile does not make there recommendations more or

less personalized.

Apart from looking at the overlap with the Top 20 most popular movies in the system, we
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Figure 4.4: Plot of Number of Top-20 Popular Movies found in Recommendations to Full User
Profile vs Popular Only User Profile(Total number of users=1000)

also look at the Diversity of a user’s recommendation list. The Diversity of a recommenda-

tion list is given by the average pairwise cosine distance of all items in the recommendation

list. A recommendation list with a moderate amount of diversity is indicative of good per-

sonalization. A low diversity score means that the recommendations are very similar to one

another. The cosine distance between two vectors u and v is given by :

1 − 𝑢 ∗ 𝑣
||𝑢||2 ∗ ||𝑣||2

which can be considered as ” 1 - cosine similarity between u and v”. We calculate

the pairwise cosine distance of all the item feature vectors in a user’s recommendation list

for both the ”Full” and ”Truncated” Profile. As a baseline, we look at the average Diver-

sity of all the movies recommended to either profile. The average baseline diversity to the

movies recommended to the ”Full” profile is 0.6110. The average baseline diversity to the
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Figure 4.5: Comparative Histogram of Diversity in Recommendation List between Full User Profile
and Popular Only User Profile(n=1000)

movies recommended to the ”Truncated” profile is 0.6040. We plot the Diversity scores of

the recommendations list of our test users(both the ”Full” and ”Truncated” profiles). From

the histogram in Figure 4.5, we can observe that on average the diversity of a user’s rec-

ommendation is not affected by ”Truncating” their profile. Both of these distribution have

an average of 0.5 to 0.6 which tells us that the recommendation lists have the same diver-

sity of recommendations as compared to the baseline we calculated for all movies that are
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recommended.

Q2c. How much overlap is there between the top-n recommended items for full

and truncated user profiles?

We look at the recommendations generated for two profiles(”Full” and ”Truncated”)

for each user. We look at the how many of those recommendations are the same. We

measure this as the overlap between the recommendations received by the ”Full” profile

and the recommendations received by the ”Popular Only” profile. We plot a histogram of

the values of overlap observed between 0 to 20.

Figure 4.6: Histogram of Overlap Between Recommendations given to Full User Profile vs Popular
Only Profile

From the histogram in Figure 4.6 we can see that most users have at least 15 movies

that overlap between the two sets of generated recommendations. We can conclude from

this histogram that on average, the recommendations received by a ”Full” profile and a
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”Popular Only” profile is very high. Thus it is fair to say that a user receives almost the

same recommendations even after ”Truncating” their profile.

Q3. What is the effect of removing these ”unpopular” items from a user’s profile

on the top-n recommendation metrics?

To analyze the effects of removing ”unpopular” items from a user’s profile, we generate

train/test splits wherein we restrict what we can consider for our test set. In our example,

we consider the Top-n recommendations of nDCG@20, Precision@20 and Recall@20. We

prepare train/test splits from the ratings data of our test users. We consider the ratings data

of both the ”Full” and ”Truncated” version of the test users. In each case, we hold out 20

% of a user’s ratings as ratings to test our recommender model on. The remaining ratings

of a user(80%) is treated as a new user that we fold into our existing model(we train for

the ratings on the already existing item feature vectors). The user feature vectors that are

created for these folded-in ratings are recommended for by the recommendation model. The

resulting recommendations, along with the held-out test items are compared and metrics are

generated on the basis of these comparisons. This evaluation is run multiple times and the

average results are taken to ensure that we avoid any issues of bias in sampling. In our case,

the entire procedure is run 10 times and the average value of the metrics over these 10 runs

are reported.

The top-n recommendation metrics are measures used to gauge the performance of a

recommender. nDCG@20 is applying the normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain metric

on the list of Top 20 recommendations received for a user. This metric is calculated by

calculated the Discounted Cumulative Gain for a given recommendation list divided by

the ideal Discounted Cumulative Gain expected( the score that would be generated if the
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recommended recommended just relevant items). The formula for DCG@20 is as follows:

𝑛𝐷𝐶𝐺20 =
20
∑
𝑖=1

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖
𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝑖 + 1)

where 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑖gives us the relevance of the item being recommended at i. The Ideal nDCG also

calculates this score if all the items that get recommended are relevant items. For the pur-

poses of this experiment, we need to convert the test ratings that we have to relevance scores.

We first normalize the held-out ratings by removing user, item and global biases(obtained

from the original 20 million ratings data-set). We then replace all negative ratings with 0’s

to reflect irrelevant items and also positive ratings with 1’s to reflect relevant items. We

then compare the Top-20 recommendations that we generate with the held-out test items.

Apart from nDCG, we also have 2 other Top-N recommendation metrics, Precision and

Recall, which are also metrics borrowed from the field of information retrieval. Precision is

the measure of how many items recommended by the model are relevant items and is given

as the ratio of the number of relevant items recommended by the total number of recom-

mendations. Precision is a measure of how precise the recommender is in recommending

the relevant items. Recall, on the other hand,is a measure of how many of the relevant

items are recommended is the ratio of relevant items recommended divided by the total set

of relevant items.Recall is a measure of how many of the relevant items the recommender

can recall from the total set of relevant items.In the case of this evaluation, the number of

recommended items are fixed at 20. Precision and Recall, at first glance may appear to

be very similar but for the same recommended list can have varying values.It is possible

that a recommender may recommend a high number of relevant items, but if there are a

large number of relevant items for instance, the Recall score would be low. Thus, Preci-

sion and Recall can be used to in tandem to truly understand the recommender’s ability to

recommend relevant items. The mathematical formulae of Precision and Recall are given
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below:

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = |𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 ∩ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠|
|𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠|

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = |𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 ∩ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠|
|𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠|

From the results in Table4.1 we can that for most metrics, the ”Popular-Only” profile of

the test user on average, scores about the same as the ”Full” profile. This tells us that there

isn’t a negative affect on top-n metrics on ”truncating” the profile of ”casual”users.

Profile nDCG@20 Precision@20 Recall@20
Pop Unpop Pop Unpop Pop Unpop

Full 0.00099 0.00265 0.00080 0.001207 0.00090 0.00692
Popular-Only 0.00135 0.00317 0.00085 0.001288 0.00099 0.00732

Table 4.1: nDCG,Precision and Recall of Casual Users Test Sets

Q4. How does truncating a user’s profile affect the accuracy of item predictions?

The prediction accuracy of the recommender model is measured by many measures.

For this evaluation, we look at the Root Mean Square Error(RMSE). RMSE is a measure

where the error over each predicted is calculated, the error is squared and the mean of these

values is calculated and then the square root of this value is taken. To analyze the difference

Test Set RMSE
Full Popular Only

1 0.8409 0.8243
2 0.8398 0.8374
3 0.8430 0.8456
4 0.8350 0.8341
5 0.8441 0.8336

Mean 0.8405 0.8350

Table 4.2: 5 Crossfold RMSE Test Results
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in prediction accuracy in recommender systems, we calculate the RMSE for the ratings of

the full profile and popular only profile. We do this by partitioning the two sets of ratings

into 5 groups where we create a profile consisting of the ratings of 4 parts and predict for

the remaining 1 part. This is repeated 5 times, changing which 4 parts of the the set is

considered to train.

From the results in Table 4.2, we see that RMSE scores for ”Popular Only” profile is

almost the same as the scores for ”Full” profile.We can be sure in saying that ”truncating”

the ”casual” user profile does not affect the ability of the model to predict the user’s ratings.

Profile RMSE
Pop Unpop

Full 0.92068 0.8717
Popular-Only 0.92068 0.8836

Table 4.3: RMSE Scores of Casual Users Test Sets

Q4a. Is the change in accuracy different for predictions on popular vs. unpopular

items?

To analyze the difference in metric results between holding out ”popular” items and

”unpopular” items, we begin with the setup that we used for our top-n metric calculation.

For that method, we considered a user’s ”Full” and ”Truncated” profile and held out the

20 %. In this evaluation, we specifically hold-out 20 % of a user’s rated movies that are

”popular”(movies that belong to the Top 2500) and test for this held-out set. We also specif-

ically hold-out 20 % of a user’s rated movies that are ”unpopular”(movies outside the Top

2500) and test for this held-out set. We thus have 4 profiles that we fold-in and generate

recommendations on. In the case of holding-out ”unpopular movies, we don’t hold out any

of the ratings from the ”Truncated” test user profiles since these ratings don’t contain any

”unpopular” movie ratings.
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Table 4.3 holds the results of the results of this analysis. We observe that the RMSE

scores are the same for both profiles when we are testing on ”popular” items. However, we

the RMSE scores are slightly better for the ”Full” profile on ”unpopular” movies test set.

This is expected since the ”Popular Only” profile doesn’t contain any information about the

user’s preference for ”unpopular” movie ratings and so the prediction is slightly worse.

Model RMSE
Pop Unpop

Full 0.78955 0.793347
Half 0.87329 0.791214
None 0.86058 0.790105

Table 4.4: RMSE Scores of Serious Users Test Sets

Q5. Does truncating ”casual” users profiles to ratings of only ”popular” items

affect the performance of the model for ”serious” users?

To analyze the effects of truncating ”casual” user profiles on other ”serious” users in-

volves modifying the train and test data set we are working with. We design three possible

training data sets. The first one, ”Full”, involves removing the ”unpopular” movie ratings

of all ”casual” users. This amounts to removing approximately 600,000 ratings with a new

training set of 19.3 million ratings. The second model,” Half”, involves removing the ”un-

popular” movie ratings of half of the ”casual” users chosen at random.This amounts to

removing approximately 300,000 ratings with a new training set of 19.6 million ratings.

The third model,”None” consists of removing none of the ”unpopular” movie ratings of

the ”casual” users. We define our ”test” set by considering a sample of a 1000 ”serious”

users(who have rated more than 200 movies). To be consistent with our earlier results, we

also generate two held-out ratings sets the three models. We thus have 6 training sets and

2 test sets. We hold out 20% of ”popular” movies for one split and 20% of ”unpopular”
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movies for the second test set.Our 6 training sets contain the same ratings as the origi-

nal ratings for the models except for the held-out data. To calculate the metrics, we train

the three models on their respective training sets and generate recommendations(Top-20)

and generate predictions for the held-out test data with each model. We then calculate the

4 metrics, nDCG@20, Precision@20,Recall@20 and RMSE using our recommendations,

predictions and test data similar to previous questions.

Model nDCG@20 Precision@20 Recall@20
Pop Unpop Pop Unpop Pop Unpop

Full 0.0002815 0.000310 0.0007 0.000678 0.000199 0.000662
Half 0.0002853 0.000273 0.0004 0.00024 0.000199 0.001008
None 0.0002908 0.000266 0.0009 0.00051 0.000179 0.000514

Table 4.5: Top-N Recommendation Metrics on Serious Users Test Sets

The results of these tests are in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. From Table 4.5 we can see that the

”Full” model performs slightly worse on held-back ”popular” movie data on nDCG@20 and

Precision@20 than compared to the ”None” model. The ”Full” model however, performs

better than the ”Half” model on these metrics, however, the difference is slight. The ”None”

model performs best for these two metrics. However, ”Full” and ”Half” perform better than

”None” on Recall@20. In the case of the ”Unpopular” movie test set, ”Full” performs better

than ”Half” and ”None” on nDCG@20 and Precision@20. However, ”Half” performs better

than the other two models on Recall@20. The RMSE scores in Table 4.4 tell us that the

”Full” model generates a better RMSE score for ”serious” users on the ”popular” held out

test than the other two models whereas ”None” performs better than ”Full” and ”Half” when

holding out ”unpopular” movies.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

We set out this offline evaluation to examine the effects of removing ”unpopular” movie

ratings from ”casual” users of a recommender system. We looked at the effects this ”trun-

cation” has on the user’s predicition accuracy(”RMSE”) on both popular and less-popular

items. We looked at how this truncation might affect the top-n recommendations the model

generates for the user by looking at how many popular items the user was recommended,

what the overlap was in terms of Top-20 recommendations, and if there was any loss of

personalization of the recommendations generated for the user. We also examined the dif-

ference in performance in terms of top-n recommendation metrics such as nDCG, Precision

and Recall, specifically for both popular and unpopular items. We even examined the ef-

fects of this truncation on other more invested users in the system by looking at prediction

accuracy and top-n recommendations such as nDCG,Precision and Recall on both popular

and less-popular items.

From our results, we can conclude that there isn’t a overall loss in information for the

users whose profiles are being truncated , although this loss isn’t non-zero when it comes

to predictions on less-popular items. For the more invested-users in the system, the results

aren’t as clear, as there is a slight loss of performance when testing on held-out popular

items, but there is an increase in scores when testing on held-out less-popular items whereas

this is flipped when considering the predictive accuracy for these more serious users.

Overall, we are encouraged by the results of these evaluations as we feel they are a sig-
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nificant step towards building a recommender system that would have a simplified interface

and a ”lite” version of it’s model for more casual users by truncating their profiles and a

”pro” version for more serious and invested users. We do believe that we need to test this

model on real users to measure the effects of this truncation on user satisfaction and be-

haviour. We believe this is the first example, to the best of our knowledge, of a data-driven

approach towards simplifying the recommender system for more casual users.
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